Neutral beam injection into reversed magnetic shear DIII-D and ASDEX Upgrade plasmas produces a variety of Alfvénic activity including toroidicity-induced Alfvén eigenmodes and reversed shear Alfvén eigenmodes (RSAEs). These modes are studied during the discharge current ramp phase when incomplete current penetration results in a high central safety factor and increased drive due to multiple higher order resonances. Scans of injected 80 keV neutral beam power on DIII-D showed a transition from classical to AE dominated fast ion transport and, as previously found, discharges with strong AE activity exhibit a deficit in neutron emission relative to classical predictions. By keeping beam power constant and delaying injection during the current ramp, AE activity was reduced or eliminated and a significant improvement in fast ion confinement observed. Similarly, experiments in ASDEX Upgrade using early 60 keV neutral beam injection drove multiple unstable RSAEs. Periods of strong RSAE activity are accompanied by a large (peak dS n =S n % 60%) neutron deficit. Losses of beam ions modulated at AE frequencies were observed using large bandwidth energy and pitch resolving fast ion loss scintillator detectors and clearly identify their role in the process. Modeling of DIII-D loss measurements using guiding center following codes to track particles in the presence of ideal magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) calculated AE structures (validated by comparison to experiment) is able to reproduce the dominant energy, pitch, and temporal evolution of these losses. While loss of both co and counter current fast ions occurs, simulations show that the dominant loss mechanism observed is the mode induced transition of counter-passing fast ions to lost trapped orbits. Modeling also reproduces a coherent signature of AE induced losses and it was found that these coherent losses scale proportionally with the amplitude; an additional incoherent contribution scales quadratically with the mode amplitude.
Neutral beam injection into reversed magnetic shear DIII-D and ASDEX Upgrade plasmas produces a variety of Alfvénic activity including toroidicity-induced Alfvén eigenmodes and reversed shear Alfvén eigenmodes (RSAEs). These modes are studied during the discharge current ramp phase when incomplete current penetration results in a high central safety factor and increased drive due to multiple higher order resonances. Scans of injected 80 keV neutral beam power on DIII-D showed a transition from classical to AE dominated fast ion transport and, as previously found, discharges with strong AE activity exhibit a deficit in neutron emission relative to classical predictions. By keeping beam power constant and delaying injection during the current ramp, AE activity was reduced or eliminated and a significant improvement in fast ion confinement observed. Similarly, experiments in ASDEX Upgrade using early 60 keV neutral beam injection drove multiple unstable RSAEs. Periods of strong RSAE activity are accompanied by a large (peak dS n =S n % 60%) neutron deficit. Losses of beam ions modulated at AE frequencies were observed using large bandwidth energy and pitch resolving fast ion loss scintillator detectors and clearly identify their role in the process. Modeling of DIII-D loss measurements using guiding center following codes to track particles in the presence of ideal magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) calculated AE structures (validated by comparison to experiment) is able to reproduce the dominant energy, pitch, and temporal evolution of these losses. While loss of both co and counter current fast ions occurs, simulations show that the dominant loss mechanism observed is the mode induced transition of counter-passing fast ions to lost trapped orbits. Modeling also reproduces a coherent signature of AE induced losses and it was found that these coherent losses scale proportionally with the amplitude; an additional incoherent contribution scales quadratically with the mode amplitude. Alfvén eigenmodes are routinely observed in present tokamaks 1, 2 and are predicted to be unstable in ITER. 3 A consistent finding among current tokamaks is the ability of these modes to cause enhanced transport of fast ions, [4] [5] [6] [7] resulting in reductions in fusion performance as well as pos-sible damage to first-wall components. 8 Because Alfvén eigenmodes (AEs) may interact with both the alpha particles, which are required to maintain fusion burn, as well as high energy beam ions that are critical for heating, momentum input, and current drive, it is obvious that understanding the properties of AEs through modeling and experimental observation is essential in order to have confidence in predictions for their impact on ITER and future devices.
Neutral beam injection into reversed magnetic shear plasmas produces a variety of Alfvénic activity including toroidicity-induced Alfvén eigenmodes (TAEs), 1 reversed shear Alfvén eigenmodes (RSAEs), 9, 10 and linearly coupled RSAEs and TAEs. [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] These modes are studied during the discharge current ramp phase when incomplete current penetration results in a high central safety factor and a strong drive due to multiple higher order resonances. 16 Historically, much effort has been focused on measurements and modeling of eigenmode structure 13, 17 as well as understanding the impact they have on confined fast ions in DIII-D. 4, [18] [19] [20] [21] This paper expands on those results by detailing a similar impact on confined fast ions in ASDEX Upgrade discharges as well as presenting measurements of lost fast ions and modeling of these measurements. DIII-D lost fast ion measurements are made using a newly installed large bandwidth pitch angle and energy resolving fast ion loss detector (FILD) 22 similar to the detector currently in operation on ASDEX Upgrade (AUG). 23 The large bandwidth of these detectors allows resolution of typical AE frequencies and an unambiguous identification of the modes responsible for fast ion loss. The pitch angle and energy resolution are the keys to identify the underlying physics and the details of the wave particle interactions.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II A, DIII-D neutral beam power scan and injection timing scan experiments are presented to give the reader an idea of the global impact AEs have on the fast ion population (using neutron emission and stored energy as a proxy). During periods of strong AE activity, enhanced fast ion transport can cause up to a %50% reduction in neutron emission relative to classical predictions. In Sec. II B, beam driven Alfvén eigenmode ASDEX Upgrade experimental results are shown, where a similar impact on the fast ion population was found. In Sec. III A, measurements of AE induced fast ion loss on DIII-D are presented where it is shown that losses were peaked near the injection energy and occupy a relatively narrow range of pitch angles (width % 5 ) Modeling of the pitch angle and energy as well as the primary loss mechanism are given in Sec. III B, where it is shown that the dominant loss mechanism observed is the mode induced transition of counterpassing fast ions to lost trapped orbits. Section III C describes modeling which addresses the details of the coherent loss specifically, including the role of resonances and the scaling of coherent losses with amplitude.
II. IMPACT OF ALFVÉ N EIGENMODES ON CONFINED FAST IONS

A. DIII-D measurements
Experiments examining the global impact of AEs on the fast ion population for a range of amplitudes were carried out on DIII-D. These experiments utilized two techniques to alter the AE drive and/or stability. The first was a scan of injected beam power and the second was a change in the timing of the initial beam injection during the current ramp. Detailed stability analysis of the modes will be the subject of a future publication; the work presented here focuses primarily on the impact these modes have on the fast ion population.
By scanning injected beam power, the drive for the modes is reduced and at some point becomes lower than the combined damping mechanisms. DIII-D's 80 keV neutral beam systems each have a dc injected power of approximately 2.5 MW. To achieve time averaged powers below this, at full voltage, beam modulation is necessary. Figure 1 shows results from a power scan for approximate injected powers of P NB ¼ 0.7, 1.4, 2.8, and 5.1 MW (averaged over several modulation cycles). For reference, typical DIII-D Alfvén eigenmode studies are carried out with the equivalent of % 5 MW injected power during the current ramp phase, and previous Alfvén eigenmode experiments with P NB as low as 2.3 MW did not show classical neutron emission, 4 prompting the question whether classical behavior is ever observed this early in the discharge. Crosspower spectra of vertical and radial viewing CO 2 interferometer chords 17, 24 are shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) for the P NB ¼ 0.7 and 5.1 MW cases, respectively. With the exception of broadband turbulence and a few short occurrences of modes near f ¼ 80-100 kHz, the low beam power case is essentially free from AE activity, whereas the high beam power case clearly has a plethora of AE activity that includes RSAEs and TAEs between 50 and 200 kHz. Detailed modeling of these modes has been carried out in several publications where the structure, [11] [12] [13] stability, 16 and impact on fast ions 4,18 were investigated.
The impact of these modes on the confined fast ion population is quantified in Fig. 1(c) where comparison of the measured neutron rate (solid) to classical TRANSP (Ref. 25) predictions (dashed) is shown for the various injection powers. For these discharges, the primary neutron production mechanism is through beam-plasma reactions. A neutron deficit relative to classical predictions is a sensitive indicator of fast ion redistribution or loss. With on-axis beam deposition, as in these plasmas, the predicted fast ion density is peaked on axis. Increased fast ion transport moves ions to larger radii where density and temperature are lower. Decreased temperature causes the ions to slow down faster causing an effectively reduced fast ion population for a given power. Typically reduced density at larger radii offers less fusion targets, however, in a steady state/relatively constant transport case, the effect of the reduced density is compensated by a corresponding increase in the slowing down time due to reduced density.
In these B T ¼ 2 T discharges, neutral beam injection begins at t ¼ 300 ms and continues while the current is ramping up at a constant rate of 0.8 MA/s until reaching approximately 1.2 MA at t ¼ 1000 ms. Since the neutron emission is weighted toward highest energies, the rapid beam modulation (% 20-30 ms) in the two lowest beam power cases causes the observed sawtooth-like appearance. The occasional modulation of the two higher power cases is due to the blip of an additional beam every 100 ms for diagnostic purposes. It is noted that, because of uncertainty in the absolute neutron calibration, the "experimental" neutron rate in this figure has been adjusted by a constant normalization factor that gives agreement with the average TRANSP magnitudes for the lowest power case over the interval t ¼ 300-1100 ms. Similar low-power beam heated discharges were carried out when a neutron calibration was available, indeed show classical neutron emission during AE free periods of the current ramp. 4 In Fig. 1(c) , the shape of the measured neutron emission temporal behavior is essentially classical for the two lowest beam power cases, then diverges significantly from classical predictions in both shape and magnitude for the two higher beam power cases. Also, the ratio of the two lowest power cases is essentially the same as that from classical predictions. Both the P NB ¼ 2.8 and 5.1 MW cases have qualitatively similar mode activity in that both RSAEs and TAEs are present as in Fig. 1(b) ; however, the average mode amplitude is larger in the P NB ¼ 5.1 MW discharge where up to % 40% neutron deficits are observed.
In addition to scanning beam power and reducing the Alfvén eigenmode drive directly, it was observed that delaying beam injection by 240 ms, while keeping the current ramp rate constant (% 0.8 MA/s), causes the level of Alfvén eigenmode activity to be greatly reduced and in some cases made completely stable for the same injected power. This result is shown in Fig. 2 , where Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) are spectrograms of the early (t ¼ 300 ms) and later (t ¼ 520 ms) injection, respectively. By delaying beam injection during the current ramp phase, the plasma remains cooler in the core and the current is allowed to penetrate faster, causing a more weakly reversed shear profile and lower q min for a given time. In turn, the lower central q-values reduce the drive of the modes that are primarily interacting with the fast ions through higher order resonances. 16 A detailed analysis of the stability of these modes due to delayed beam injection is underway and will be the subject of a future publication.
Both the measured and classically predicted neutron emissions are given for the "early" and "late" injection cases in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d), respectively. As expected, the more typical early injection case, with multiple unstable modes, has much reduced neutron emission relative to classical predictions. The discharges in Fig. 2 were not carried out on a day with low beam power (as in Fig. 1 ), so the approximate neutron calibration was obtained by scaling experimental measurements to TRANSP predictions for the delayed injection case (142119) over the interval t ¼ 1400-1500 ms during which no magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) or AEs were observed.
A quantitative estimate of the level of fast ion diffusion present in discharge 142111 [Figs. 2(a) and 2(c)] is determined through a series of TRANSP runs with varying levels of fast ion diffusivity. The fast ion diffusivities used (D B ¼ 0, 0.5, 1.0, 2.5, and 5.0 m 2 /s) were independent of position, pitch, and energy. The expected neutron emission for D B ¼ 0, 1.0, and 5.0 m 2 is shown in Fig. 3 (a) along with the measured neutron emission. From this figure, one can see that the neutron emission is initially consistent with a fast ion diffusivity of %5 m 2 /s. Then, as the discharge evolves, the neutron emission becomes near classical by t ¼ 1900 ms.
The assumption of a uniform pitch/energy independent diffusivity is admittedly crude and only serves to put the measured transport on some type of quantitative scale. In reality, as will be addressed in Sec. III C, each individual mode interacts with the fast ion population along well defined resonances. However, as more and more modes are considered that span the plasma with multiple overlapping resonances, this approximation may become a more accurate representation of the situation.
The multiple TRANSP runs can be used to obtain an effective diffusivity as a function of time by linear interpolation of the measured neutron rates between the simulated values for the various D B . The time evolution of the resultant effective fast ion diffusivity is given in Fig. 3(b) . When a Further corroborating this approach and the resultant large impact on the confined fast ion population, the TRANSP calculated stored energy for the D B ¼ 0 and variable D B cases along with experiment are shown in Fig. 3 
(d).
From this figure, one finds that while both the variable and zero diffusion cases appear to be within the experimental noise after t % 1200 ms, the variable D B TRANSP run closely matches the measured stored energy early in the discharge when the diffusion is large. The pronounced difference at earlier times is due to two reasons, the first is simply that the diffusivity is larger. The second compounding factor is that early in the discharge, the beam ion pressure is a larger fraction of the total pressure.
B. ASDEX Upgrade measurements
Recently, neutral beam driven Alfvén eigenmode experiments, similar to those described in Sec. II A, were also carried out on ASDEX Upgrade. These experiments are described in detail in Refs. 14 and 15, however, two of the primary goals were verification of significant Alfvén eigenmode induced transport as well as establishing conditions for future collaborative beam driven Alfvén eigen-mode studies. As with the DIII-D Alfvén eigenmode studies, these experiments used early beam injection during the current ramp phase to create reversed magnetic shear and keep q min elevated-key elements for increasing the drive of AEs at high toroidal field through higher order resonances. 16 Figure 4(a) shows an electron cyclotron emission imaging (ECEI) spectrogram obtained during a discharge with 60 keV beam injection beginning at t ¼ 200 ms during the current ramp of a B T ¼ 2.5 T discharge. 14, 15, 26 In this discharge, a multitude of RSAEs were driven unstable, highlighted in the expanded portion of Fig. 4 (a). Figure 4 (b) shows the classical neutron emission calculated by TRANSP as well as that measured experimentally; clearly, early during the discharge when RSAE activity is more pronounced, there is a significant deficit in the neutron emission. As the RSAE activity weakens, the neutron deficit is reduced until %800 ms when the neutron emission is essentially classical. The same beam driven Alfvén eigenmode experiments on ASDEX Upgrade also revealed for the first time pitch angle and energy resolved coherent losses of beam ions due to Alfvén eigenmodes, 14, 15 as well as, using the newly installed AUG fast ion D a diagnostic, 27 
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III. FAST ION LOSS DUE TO ALFVÉ N EIGENMODES
Because measurements such as neutron emission, stored energy, and fast ion d-alpha (FIDA) (Ref. 18 ) average over a significant fraction of the distribution function and often lack mode-frequency timescale response, they are relatively indirect methods for inferring the impact AEs have on fast ion confinement. Recently, a large bandwidth pitch angle and energy resolving fast ion loss detector, capable of directly measuring losses at AE frequencies, was installed and commissioned on DIII-D. 22, [28] [29] [30] This section describes initial measurements of Alfvén eigenmode induced fast ion losses as well as modeling of these losses.
A. Measurements
The primary discharge discussed in relation to FILD measurements is 142111 [Figs. 2(a), 2(c), and 3], which contains a variety of coherent mode activity including TAEs, RSAEs, energetic particle induced geodesic acoustic mode (EGAMs), 31 and beta induced Alfvén acoustic eigenmode (BAAEs) 32 and has up to 50% neutron deficit relative to classical TRANSP predictions. The FILD location relative to the DIII-D vessel and plasma is shown in Fig. 5 as well as the centerlines of neutral beams that were used during the times of interest. A spectrogram from the central portion of the FILD scintillator during the current ramp phase of this discharge is shown in Fig. 6 (a) along with a crosspower spectrum of magnetic and CO 2 interferometry data. The magnetic and CO 2 crosspower spectrum is given as a global measure of the mode activity present in the discharge. The FILD diagnostic clearly sees losses from TAEs, RSAEs, and the EGAM-the coherent peaks make this unambiguous, which is truly the largest advantage of large bandwidth fast ion loss measurements such as these. TAEs are the series of relatively constant frequency modes above 60 kHz, RSAEs are the modes which sweep up into the TAE range and the EGAM (and its harmonics) are below approximately 50 kHz and strongest early in the discharge (t < 400 ms). In comparing the two spectra in Fig. 6 , one thing that stands out is the apparent lack of losses due to AEs after t % 800 ms, despite the fact that many such modes are still present in the plasma and of comparable amplitude.
Data from the FILD scintillator are shown in Fig. 7 for t ¼ 525 ms. The white regions indicate the gyroradius and pitch [v ¼ v jj =v, and v D ¼ cos À1 ðvÞ in deg] of lost ions striking the detector. The overlayed red contours indicate the approximate region sampled by the fast photodetector used to create the power spectrum in Fig. 6(a) . The losses at approximately v D ¼ 70 correspond primarily to prompt losses of full, half, and third energy beam components as described in Ref. 28 . The full 80 keV injection energy gyroradius at FILD is approximately R L ¼ 3.7 cm. The losses near v D % 45 and R L % 3:5 cm do not correspond to prompt losses (as they are not modulated with any beam) and are associated with mode induced loss which can include contributions from both AEs and the lower frequency MHD also observed at this time.
Modeling of these losses, described in the next two sections, will focus on two distinct time ranges in discharge 
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Measurements and modeling of Alfvé n eigenmode induced fast ion transport Phys. Plasmas 18, 056114 (2011) 142111: t % 525 ms and t % 725 ms. The time ranges were chosen with several modeling goals in mind: (1) identifying the origin of the losses, (2) identifying expected pitch and energy of the losses at the FILD location, (3) explaining reduction in loss levels as current increases (later time), and (4) reproducing signature of coherent losses in simulation.
B. Modeling-loss to FILD
The primary theoretical tool used to model fast ion loss in these experiments is the Hamiltonian guiding center code ORBIT. 33 ORBIT calculates particle trajectories in a tokamak in the presence of input wavefields superimposed on an equilibrium field. In this application, the input eigenmodes are taken from the ideal MHD solver NOVA. 34, 35 ORBIT combined with NOVA calculated Alfvén eigenmodes was recently used to successfully model the impact of AEs on confined fast ions in DIII-D plasmas 20, 21 and has also been used for similar studies in national spherical torus experiment (NSTX). 36 A similar methodology is employed here except further analysis is required to follow particles to the FILD.
First, equilibrium profiles of density, temperature, impurity density, etc., are fit and used as inputs to calculate the linear eigenmodes of the plasma with NOVA and the expected beam ion deposition using TRANSP. Next, a subset of these eigenmodes is identified from experimental measurements including electron cyclotron emission (ECE), 37 ECEI, 38, 39 beam emission spectroscopy (BES), 40 magnetics, and interferometry. By fitting the eigenmode structures to ECE data, a mode amplitude is determined. 13, 17 ORBIT is then used to calculate the transport of the TRANSP calculated beam ion distribution in the presence of the NOVA calculated wavefields. Particles that reach the last closed flux surface (LCFS) in the simulation are identified as lost and a second constants of motion (COM) based code (described in the appendix) follows those particles further to determine which reach the FILD detector. Note, this approach is required with the version of ORBIT being employed and restricts mode amplitudes to zero outside of the LCFS.
A survey of typical orbits in discharge 142111 at t ¼ 525 ms calculated using the COM based code is shown in Fig. 8 . The contour shows regions of different orbit classes for a range of energies and pitch angles launched at (R, z) ¼ (2, 0) m. The light-yellow region is perhaps the most important in that it shows the energies and pitch angles which are lost, with an example orbit given that actually hits the FILD diagnostic. The presence of loss boundaries within the plasma, which have orbits intersecting the FILD, is necessary if one expects to be able to model fast ion losses measured at the detector using the approach outlined here. Without such loss regions, particles could be "lost" (in the ORBIT sense of being pushed past the LCFS), however there would be no possibility of them intersecting the FILD detector. Put another way, since the mode amplitude is assumed zero outside of the LCFS and particles are not allowed to re-enter the plasma and interact further with the modes; if the particle is not on a trajectory intersecting FILD when it first reaches the LCFS, there is no possibility for it to reach FILD.
The primary eigenmodes relevant for fast ion loss are identified using multiple diagnostics. Figure 9 (a) shows an average crosspower spectrum of adjacent ECE channels for the early modeling time window in which multiple TAEs and RSAEs are clear. Figure 9 (b) is the same spectrum except points representing frequencies at which a coherence above the 95% confidence level between several adjacent ) with overlayed points corresponding to frequencies at which coherence between several adjacent ECE channels and FILD detector is greater than 95% significance level-these global coherent modes are causing fast ion loss to FILD.
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Phys. Plasmas 18, 056114 (2011) ECE channels and the FILD diagnostic are overlayed-these are the global modes causing fast ion loss to FILD. An array of unequally spaced Mirnov coils is then used to identify the toroidal mode number of these modes and the approximate poloidal mode number is extracted from ECEI and BES measurements combined with analytic modeling of RSAE frequency evolution. With this information, the experimental modes are then matched up to NOVA calculated eigenmodes as in Refs. 13, 17 and the full mode structure with experimentally determined amplitudes is obtained for input to ORBIT. In general, NOVA finds several eigenmodes for each toroidal mode number 36 and identification of mode type is aided by carrying out calculations for a range of q min . When NOVA solutions are found for several values of q min , the distinction between RSAEs and TAEs becomes obvious due to the obtained eigenmode frequency variation lending more confidence that the modes being used are representative of those measured in experiment. The radial structure of the magnetic field perturbation along the outboard midplane for more than 100 poloidal harmonics at each time interval is given in Fig. 10 . The use of NOVA calculated linear eigenmodes assumes that the calculated linear eigenmode structures are an adequate representation of the experimental nonlinearly saturated eigenmodes as well as the fact that these structures do not interact and modify each other significantly (beyond any linear mode coupling already present in the input eigenmodes 12 ). Several studies have shown that the linear eigenmodes in these type of DIII-D plasmas do in fact repro-duce, remarkably well, many of the features of the experimentally measured structures. 12, 17, 39 Fast ion diamagnetic flows appear to modify the relative phase of the various poloidal harmonics slightly, yet still retain the overall eigenmode radial amplitude envelope. 39 Essentially, by selecting these eigenmodes, we are simply asking the question, can a set of fixed linear eigenmodes with many features of those measured experimentally reproduce the measured fast ion loss.
The initial fast ion distribution function for the transport calculations is obtained from TRANSP calculations and is shown (averaged over the plasma) in Fig. 11(a) . The initial positions, pitch, and energy of a subset of the launched particles are shown in Figs. 11(b)-11(d). As can be seen, the particle distribution is centrally peaked and distributed uniformly in the toroidal direction. Additionally, particle energies below 23 keV were not considered (23 keV perpendicular energy corresponds to $ 2 cm Larmor radius at the FILD, below which no losses due to modes were observed). It can also be seen that a significant number of both co (v > 0) and counter (v < 0) current going particles was included.
When the eigenmodes from Fig. 10 were allowed to operate on the launched fast ions, losses were observed. Simulations were carried out for 0, 0.5, 1, 2.5, and 5 Â the experimental amplitudes as well as with and without pitch angle scattering. 20 The fraction of lost particles (crossing the LCFS) for the various runs as a function of time is shown in Figs. 12(a) and 12(b). In all cases (even without modes), some particles are promptly lost. These particles correspond to orbits that are nominally confined but spend a portion of their trajectory outside the LCFS. In all cases with modes, more losses occur than without modes and with scattering included, an additional level of loss occurs due to particles being scattered onto loss orbits. The asymptotic loss rates with and without scattering are given in Fig. 12(c) where it appears that the collisions simply shift the level of losses by 
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Measurements and modeling of Alfvé n eigenmode induced fast ion transport Phys. Plasmas 18, 056114 (2011) some relatively constant amount. In these simulations, $ 8% of the confined beam ion population is lost through the LCFS in a full energy slowing down (50 ms at mid-radius) period when using experimental amplitudes. Figure 13 gives details about the pitch and energy of lost particles for the case without pitch angle scattering included. A sample of the launched particles is shown in Fig.  13(a) , along with all particles crossing the LCFS (lost) in Fig. 13(b) , hitting the wall in Fig. 13(c) , and those which intersect FILD in Fig. 13(d) . The results shown are for the 2.5 Â experimental amplitude case as better statistics were obtained for the analysis/figures to follow with negligible changes to the conclusions. In these simulations, both co and counter going fast ions were lost with the majority clearly being initialized on counter going orbits. The particles that hit the wall and FILD [Figs. 13(c) and 13(d)] were initialized solely on counter going orbits. As mentioned, this restriction to counter going orbits is in part a consequence of the technique employed which requires a loss boundary present in the plasma with a trajectory reaching FILD. Coherent losses of particles to FILD have been observed in discharges without counter beam injection, and it is possible that some of the particles initialized on cocurrent orbits, which were lost, could reach FILD if they were allowed to re-enter the plasma and interact with the modes further. Preferential losses of counter current fast ions such as those found here were observed in previous simulations, where in fact, a more selfconsistent treatment of the problem was carried out. 41, 42 All particles that hit the LCFS are followed with the COM based code and when a particle comes within 7.5 cm of the FILD poloidal position, its pitch and gyroradius are recorded. The collection radius of 7.5 cm used is larger than the actual collection volume and was chosen to improve the loss statistics. Figure 14(a) gives the gyroradius and pitch of all particles found to strike FILD. For comparison, the energy and pitch as v jj =v are given in Fig. 14(b) . The peak of the losses which strike FILD is near the injection energy (80 keV) and some particles are observed down to the lower energy limit of 23 keV. All particles striking FILD are found to be confined to a narrow region in pitch 43 -49 (v jj =v % 065 À 073). An example of the initial (final) unperturbed orbit for a particle near the peak of those hitting FILD is shown in green (red) in Fig. 14(c) . The initial orbit is the poloidal trajectory the particle would have taken with no mode present and the final trajectory is the equivalent for a particle with the position and velocity at the point where the Fig. 13(d) . (b) Data from panel (a) replotted vs energy and v jj =v. (c) Green ¼ unperturbed poloidal trajectory of particle with same initial position, energy, and pitch as lost particle shown as red diamond in panels (a) and (b). Red ¼ unperturbed poloidal trajectory of particle with energy, pitch, and position, where red diamond particle in panels (a) and (b) intersects LCFS in ORBIT simulations. LCFS is shown in orange.
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Phys. Plasmas 18, 056114 (2011) lost particle hits the LCFS. This particle, like almost every other particle hitting FILD in the simulations, was initialized on a counter passing orbit (green) which eventually, through interaction with the modes, was transferred to a lost trapped orbit intersecting FILD on its cogoing leg. The actual path of this lost particle in Fig. 14(c) takes while interacting with the modes is shown in Fig. 15(a) . As can be seen from this figure, the particle loses energy and toroidal canonical angular momentum [ Fig. 15(b) ] as it is pushed to larger minor radius where it finally gets set on a loss orbit. Once on the loss orbit, it very closely follows the unperturbed trajectory shown in red. This type of loss trajectory is the so-called "big last step" and is typical for the particles observed to hit FILD. Losses of alpha particles born on prompt loss orbits such as this were observed using scintilla-tor detectors on tokamak fusion test reactor (TFTR) 43, 44 and were also found to be the dominant loss mechanism in historical ORBIT simulations of alpha loss induced by TAE modes. 45, 46 In fact, in the alpha loss study presented in Ref. 46 it was remarked "The statistically most likely loss process is the fluctuation-driven conversion of resonant countergoing circulating alphas near the passing/trapped boundary to large trapped orbits. The conversion occurs because of the large resonant change of energy (E a ) and thus the pitch angle parameter lB=E a ."
Taking the collection of particles which strike FILD, one can construct a simple synthetic loss scintillator diagnostic by histogramming the particles in energy and pitch. The results from application of this technique to the simulation results in Fig. 14(a) are shown in Fig. 16(a) and for comparison, the actual scintillator is shown in Fig. 16(b) . The results are that the synthetic scintillator diagnostic reproduces the approximate energy and pitch of the measured loss spot that does not come from prompt beam ion loss.
All discussion of modeling results until now has focused on the early time region near t % 525 ms in 142111. Another focus of the modeling was to see if simulations could reproduce the decrease in losses observed at later times t % 725 ms. The temporal evolution of the fraction of lost particles for the early time and later time simulations is shown in Fig. 17 , where the decrease in total losses for the t % 725 ms case relative to the t % 525 ms case is made clear. While this result is interesting, it may have been expected when one considers the eigenmodes used as inputs (Fig. 10) . The decrease in total losses can be easily understood in that the eigenmodes used for the later time case did not extend to the outer flux surfaces as they do for the earlier time simulations, i.e., zero amplitude outside of w 1=2 % 0:8. Having modes which extend to larger radii is a key contributor to global loss since that is where loss boundaries occupy the largest region of phase space in the plasma. As far as decreased losses to FILD, the higher current at the later time serves to move the loss boundaries out to larger radii and away from the localized core modes. The combination of these two effects causes reduced losses at the later time despite having more modes with comparable (actually somewhat larger) mode amplitudes. Both of these effects are shown in Fig. 18 . 
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C. Modeling-coherent loss
Having seen that the energy, pitch, and long time scale dependence of the measured loss signals can be reproduced with ORBIT modeling, the question remains whether a coherent signature can be extracted from the simulations. The multimode modeling, presented in Sec. III B, was carried out with approximately one million particles spread over a range of energies, pitch angle, and space and as a result lacks sufficient loss statistics to reveal such a feature.
To specifically target the coherent signature, simulations were carried out using six million particles with an initial energy of 75 keV (near the peak of the predicted losses) that were all initially launched along the outboard midplane. These particles were distributed uniformly in major radius and pitch such that nominally all particles were initially on confined orbits with a nominal maximum minor radius of w < 1. Figure 19 shows the orbit classifications as well as a sampling of the initial major radius and pitch of the launched particles. To further simplify the interpretation, a single f ¼ 80 kHz, n ¼ 4 TAE from the previous set of modes at t % 525 (which were observed to cause coherent loss to FILD) was selected and its amplitude fixed to peak dB r =B % 1 Â 10 À4 . The outboard midplane structure of the radial magnetic field perturbation for each poloidal harmonic (m ¼ 17-30) of this mode is shown in Fig. 20 .
The fraction of particles lost versus time with and without the n ¼ 4 TAE is shown in Fig. 21(a) and the loss rate is shown in Fig. 21(b) . Losses in the first % 0.06 ms are 
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Phys. Plasmas 18, 056114 (2011) dominated by promptly lost particles, then in the "NO TAE" case, losses continue due to pitch angle scattering. Note, even though nominally only confined particles were launched, some prompt losses still exist due to the finite energy and pitch grid used in the COM calculations of the loss boundaries for loading. For the "TAE" case, losses are larger and the difference is directly due to the mode. Figure  22 (a) again shows the loss rate versus time with the mode present (black) and overlayed is the losses through a single toroidal slice at / ¼ 615 (red). For analysis of the time series and extracting a coherent signature, restricting the losses to those occurring at a single toroidal location is necessary and simulates the toroidal localization of the FILD. The losses near / ¼ 0 exhibit a periodic behavior as can be seen more clearly in the shortened time window of Fig.  22(b) . The power spectrum of this time series is shown in panel 22c and a peak at the mode frequency (f ¼ 80 kHz) is observed. This indicates a net coherent loss of fast ions through the LCFS due to the n ¼ 4 TAE.
Similar to the restriction of the losses in toroidal angle, the loss rate versus toroidal angle at a single time can also yield information about the coherent nature of the losses. Figure 23 (a) shows the loss rate versus toroidal angle at t ¼ 0.2 ms. The toroidal loss pattern has a clear n ¼ 4 structure superimposed on a relatively constant dc level. The time evolution of the n ¼ 4 pattern is shown in Fig. 23(b) , where the phase fronts can be seen to propagate around the torus with the mode.
The dc (incoherent) and the coherent n ¼ 4 structure in Fig. 23(a) are indicative of two distinct types of transport processes. 5 To further investigate this, the mode amplitude was varied and the level of the incoherent and coherent n ¼ 4 losses, averaged over several mode cycles near t ¼ 0.2 ms, was recorded. The results of this amplitude scan are shown in Fig. 24 . The incoherent losses [ Fig. 24(a) ] exhibit an amplitude dependence that is quadratic, as one would expect for diffusive type losses. 46 The initial offset is due to collisions 
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Measurements and modeling of Alfvé n eigenmode induced fast ion transport Phys. Plasmas 18, 056114 (2011) causing a background of incoherent loss. The coherent loss rate versus amplitude appears to be linear at lower amplitudes then actually decreases at large amplitude. The initial linear dependence on amplitude is indicative of convective losses and is analogous to that observed in Ref. 5 . The decreasing at large amplitudes is likely an artifact of the simulation and understood in that at such large mode amplitudes, the resonant particles were expelled so quickly from the system that collisions were not fast enough to replenish the region of phase space available to interact with the mode in the vicinity of the loss boundary. The losses can be understood better by looking at the details of which particles interact with the mode. Figure  25 (a) shows the particle classification diagram as well as the initial pitch and major radius of all particles which gained/ lost (green/red) more than 1.25% of their initial energy (75 keV). Overlayed on this curve are gray contours corresponding to particles resonances with the n ¼ 4 TAE. The resonance curves were calculated according to 2, 41 x ¼ nx / À lx h ;
(1) where x / (x h ) is the toroidal (poloidal) transit frequency for passing particles and the toroidal precession (bounce) frequency for trapped particles. The particle frequencies were calculated using an extended version of the COM based guiding center code which takes into account particle drifts and integrates motion in (R; z; /) along constant l contours. Immediately, obvious from Fig. 25(a) is that the particles which gain or lose energy occur on opposite sides of a resonance-this is standard Landau trapping where particles slightly below or above resonance gain or lose energy. In the simulation which generated this figure, pitch angle scattering was turned off to make these resonances more clear. This figure accentuates the fact that many resonances play a fundamental role in these discharges, and as a result, much of the fast ion distribution function can interact and exchange energy with the mode. 13, 16, 20, 21 Figure 25 (b) shows all particles which were lost between 0.1 and 0.6 ms due to the n ¼ 4 TAE in the simulation (dashed black curve represents bound of particles striking LCFS). Particles are lost from regions along most of the loss boundary, however in regions where resonances intersect or come close to the boundary, more particles appear to be lost. As found in Sec. III B, the largest concentration of lost particles is in the counter passing region. Through the overplotted resonances, it can now be seen that several resonances are very close together in this region and resonance overlap likely occurs, facilitating transport to the loss boundary. Figure 25(c) shows an enlarged region of Fig.  25(b) from the copassing region. Here, the "fingers" of lost particles are clearly seen to extend along the particle resonances and by comparison with Fig. 25(a) , it can be seen that these are on the sides of each resonance corresponding to particles that have lost energy to the wave (pitch below for passing and pitch above for trapped).
IV. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
Measurements of beam driven Alfvén eigenmodes and their impact on both the confined fast ion population as well as ability to cause fast ion loss were presented. Beam power scan experiments on DIII-D showed a transition from classical to AE dominated fast ion transport at P NB % 2 MW, and as previously found, discharges with strong AE activity exhibit a significant deficit in neutron emission relative to classical TRANSP predictions. By keeping beam power constant and delaying injection by % 200-240 ms, during the current ramp, and modifying the current profile, AE activity was reduced or eliminated (a detailed analysis of which will be the subject of future publications) and a significant improvement in neutron emission relative to classical levels was observed. Similarly, experiments in ASDEX Upgrade using early 60 keV neutral beam injection drove multiple unstable RSAEs. Periods of strong RSAE activity were also accompanied by a large (peak dS n =S % 60 %) neutron deficit.
Losses of beam ions modulated at AE frequencies were observed on DIII-D (Refs. 29, 30) and ASDEX Upgrade 14, 15 using large bandwidth energy and pitch resolving fast ion 
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Phys. Plasmas 18, 056114 (2011) loss scintillator detectors. Modeling of DIII-D loss measurements using the ORBIT guiding center following code to track particles in the presence of NOVA calculated AE structures (validated by comparison to experiment) is able to reproduce the dominant energy, pitch, and temporal evolution of these losses. While loss of both co and counter going fast ions occurs, ORBIT simulations show the dominant loss mechanism observed is the mode induced transition of counter-passing fast ions to lost trapped orbits. In these simulations, approximately 8% of the confined beam ion population is lost through the LCFS in a full energy slowing down period when using experimental amplitudes. Modeling also reproduces a coherent signature of AE induced losses and it was found that these coherent losses scale proportionally with the amplitude (as expected for convective processes); an additional incoherent contribution scales quadratically with the mode amplitude (as expected for losses of a diffusive nature). Interestingly, simplification of the coherent loss problem, such as discussed in Sec. III C, was first carried out using a full-orbit code SPIRAL (Ref. 47 ) and will be the subject of future publications in which phase of the losses with respect to the mode will be investigated as well as detailed analysis of the full orbit trajectory to FILD. 48 Future modeling with the SPIRAL code will also benefit from the fact that the equilibrium field is defined to the wall of the vessel, as a result, modeling of losses to FILD can include orbit trajectories which leave and re-enter the plasma continuing to interact with the modes before reaching the FILD.
Extrapolation of loss simulations to ITER and other burning plasma simulations will be carried out in a similar manner to that presented for analysis of DIII-D measurements. For ITER projections, NOVA will be used to calculate eigenmodes of the various predicted scenarios and NOVA-K (Refs. 34, 35) will calculate the unstable eigenmodes. As a validation of the NOVA-K stability calculations and a check on their ability to accurately predict unstable eigenmodes, the same work will include stability calculations for all NOVA eigenmodes in discharge 142111 and a comparison will be made with modes observed to be unstable. Once the unstable eigenmodes are calculated for ITER, both alpha particles and 1 MeV beam ions will then be followed in the presence of the eigenmodes for a large range of amplitudes. To this end, preliminary simulation results for a "Steady State Scenario" plasma indicate that the reduced banana widths in ITER place it in a situation similar to the late time case simulations presented here and very little or no loss occurs even for mode amplitudes as large as dB=B ¼ 1 Â 10 À3 . An additional interesting question that can be addressed in future work is whether or not core-localized AEs (such as expected) in ITER are able to transport fast ions to large enough radii that they can be subject to additional transport mechanisms created by ripple and TBM induced fields.
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APPENDIX: CALCULATION OF ORBITS OUTSIDE LCFS
A second code is required to follow particles outside the LCFS since the equilibrium field as implemented in ORBIT is not defined past the LCFS. Fortunately, since the eigenmode amplitudes can be assumed small in this region, simplifications can be made. Outside of the LCFS, a COM based guiding center calculation is performed to follow particles. This calculation assumes conservation of energy, magnetic moment (l 0 ), and toroidal canonical angular momentum (P / ), where
and
FðF ¼ B tor RÞ; w (Poloidal Flux), and B are computed by equilibrium fit (EFIT) on a grid and are independent of the orbit details. Thus, for a given equilibrium, initial position and velocity vector, conservation of energy and toroidal canonical angular momentum determine a pitch everywhere on the R, z grid (some are nonphysical, i.e., jvj > 1). The vðR; zÞ grid determines the magnetic moment lðR; zÞ and the lðR; zÞ ¼ l 0 contour passing through the initial position determines uniquely the unperturbed particle orbit in the R, z plane. The lðR; zÞ ¼ l 0 contour path is determined using a simple contour procedure and as such, no integration of the equations of motion is necessary. This approach has been implemented elsewhere 49 and has also been verified through comparison with full orbit calculations as well as ORBIT calculations inside of the LCFS.
